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About This Content
Battlestations! The pirates are preparing to board again!
Surely you didn't think that the pirates would leave once and for all? They've come back, and the peaceful fort requires your
strategic mind and steady hand to defend it from the onslaught from the sea once more.
Build towers, cast spells, collect barrels of rum and believe in victory!
This time the expanses of the Atlantic Ocean will submit to you.

To arms! Pirate armada dead ahead!
20 new different progressively challenging levels
Unparalleled sea setting.
Awesome struggle! Unique balance!
Menacing bosses, upgradeable towers and spells.
Download! Load! Sink'em all!
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OS: Windows XP SP3
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Don't get me wrong the graphics are horrible the audio makes you deaf but at least the spawning mehcanics are better than in
COD. The weapon selection is supreme and the speed at which your character moves is such that it makes you question the
fundamental laws of phyiscs itself. The game is full of hilarious try-hards, and has the elegance of an elephants ****. Overall
this is the best game I have ever played in my life. I laughed so hard, my throat is now drier than the sahara and it's a blast with
friends. 10/10 would by again. Best 79p I have ever spent in my life.
Why are you still reading this?
BUY THIS GAME!. refunded...they got so far away from the rts award winning dawn of war (original series) even a hardcore
40k fan like myself couldnt stand this.. basic, but really good. Wow.
What should I say about this game?
I had been interested in it from the moment I had seen it on Steam nearly a year ago. What had kept me from purchasing it right
away was the horror aspect, but that definitely added to the game, rather than detracted from it. I am absolutely glad that I
bought and played this game through, and definitely plan on playing through again to unlock the alternate ending.
Master Reboot delivers an artistic experience with a story to match that leaves you eager to play each section and find every
secret. This game will leave you wanting to play more of it even after finishing it. Step into the Soul Cloud yourself and learn
about the Mysteri Corporation and those involved in it's origins.
Some of the "horror" aspects of the game are predictable, but still managed to frighten me. Besides that the story is constantly
compelling and the voice acting is well done. I would rate the game a solid 9 out of 10.. I enjoyed this game I didnt like the first
part in the house as it was far to dark but I messed around with the contrast settings in the game and my monitor and it was
much better. Its an entertaining enough game not much story how X got there why X went there the ending is a bit of a let down
as well.. Compared to other naval WW2 games like Battlestations, Navyfield and Pacific Storm (plus World of Warships later
on), its pretty good by how the game is flexible on creating your own fleet and fighting on the Atlantic and the Pacific. There is
a lot of variety in this, especially the updates up to 1.3, this includes playing as the IJN, the Kriegsmarine, and able to 'officially'
mod your own units and make it overpowered on higher difficulties; though that would be cheating...... but who really cares :)
I personally think that this game should be purchased when its discounted just because of the game has low quality on ship
textures and their models look like toys, but its really not that bad when you compare to its reality counterparts. This game has a
lot of potential and it could get better if the company decides to keep updating, to make the game more enjoyable.. Great story,
great music, but terrible gameplay. It consists of playing the same 5 minigames over and over just to be able to progress.. Stairs
as a game looks good enough, the graphics aren't bad (Unreal engine) but after so long I just couldn't keep playing it. It wasn't
that I was scared or anything, I just got tired of go to point B, take more pictures, figure out Puzzle A to now move on to point
C. I simply lost interest and then I uninstalled it. I think I did see a creepy "ring movie" dead girl that killed me when I got too
close. I wasn't interested enough to find out more though.
PROS: Good graphics, semi-interesting walking simulator with horror elements.
NEGATIVES: Bland, semi-frustrating puzzles, uninteresting enviornments, not enough action.. Okay, so you've got to get your
mice from their hamster wheel to the cheese by positioning various kinds of blocks and avoiding obstacles. There's no time limit
so you can sit back and carefully consider all the possible ways of achieving that goal.
The levels start out very easy and get more challenging as you progress. You'll eventually find yourself staring at the screen,
running possible permutations through your head until.... "eureka!", you figure it out and feel a right smarty-pants... until you
see the next puzzle.
Different kinds of Tetromino-shaped blocks are introduced throughout the game to keep it fresh and interesting. These include
jelly, explosive and electric blocks. There are also water and acid hazards to add to the challenge.
The game is addictive. When I finished it I wanted to go back and gold-star every level. And when that's done there are a bunch
of Achievements to be had as well. Most of them you'll get playing through the story mode, but there are others to aim for, too,
like frying 10 mice!
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For one of the Achievements you have to make your own puzzle in the Level Editor. You know, Nintendo are really pushing
level design in games like Pushmo World, Mario vs Donkey Kong, Smash Bros and soon, Mario Maker. Well, you can do it in
MouseCraft, too. It would be nice if levels could be shared via Steam Workshop instead of in the forums, but it's a minor gripe.
Overall, I really enjoyed Mousecraft and wholeheartedly recommend it to puzzle game fans.. A fun twist on the matching game
dynamic, it can be a little frantic with multiple players but it's still really fun and a refreshing new kind of multiplayer game. I
would like to see the interface tweaked so it gave you more feedback on how well you did each level, and allowed you to move
on to the next level without having to manually select a new level, which feels like a broken mechanic. I like the slow-down
mechanic, but I kind of wish there was a ghost-piece on the board so you had an idea where the piece would go, but maybe that
is part of the game.
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I would normally recommend this, but it has a big problem in that the multiplayer is completely and totally dead. Apparently the
devs have abandoned it too, so it's very unlikely that there will be updates. If you have friends that are interested, then you might
be able to squeeze some fun out of it. Otherwise, can't recommend.. This review is LOONG overdue but Genie is in my top five
favorite walking simulators ever. EVER. I love, love, love the narrative, contributed by great voice acting because you keep
wanting to hear more and sometimes space out on the gameplay, while getting lost in Lula's thoughts and stories ;) The game is
very extensive, with multiple endings and different paths to take. I definitely think you get your money's worth, with all of the
twenty minute walking sims out there.
Genie is also filled with beautiful graphics and some very fun easter eggs too. And if you're into riding dragons - there is a
surprise at the end (because yes, I was thinking about the dragon the entire time!) :). A yuri themed visual novel that's super
wholesome and cute. Even the sex scenes are very tastefully done and don't feel forced. My favorite part of the story is the sloweventual build up to each pair of girls hooking up.. So smooth no errors or bugs with it, perfectly done.. not worth it!
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